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Over the last two decades, Fabian Gallo, a long-time
member of Irrigation Australia, has had a successful
consultancy providing irrigation automation and
monitoring services. In the last three years, Fabian
has focused on developing a farm management app
called Farm in ONE.
While Fabian specialises in irrigation automation
and monitoring, his vision for his company HTM
Complete, which is based in Far North Queensland,
is much broader. Although water is a crucial part
of farming in high value crops for horticulture, his
clients have been asking for a way of managing their
irrigation within a complete farm system.
According to Fabian, this makes perfect sense.
While the service sector might specialise in areas
such as irrigation or fertilisers, farmers must
manage an entire system, and the power of digital
technology makes incorporating and integrating
data from a variety of sources possible.

making.

Fabian Gallo is applying his
experience in agricultural
consulting and irrigation
automation to developing
smart technology for whole
farm management.

Set this challenge by some of his clients,
three years ago Fabian began to examine how
digital advances such as Wi-Fi and mobile
communications, remote monitoring and control,
be married with input data such as from drone
imagery, pest and disease scouts, farm infrastructure
and scheduled on-farm tasks to produce an online,
whole farm management system.

GROWERS GUIDE
DEVELOPMENT
With the help of his “ambassador growers” and the
development of a few grey hairs, Fabian and his team
have put together Farm in ONE.
“A shorthand way of describing Farm in ONE is
that it is a web-based, multi-tool app for daily farm
operations. It allows for farm activities such as irrigation,
spray application and crop monitoring to be scheduled
according to input data from soil moisture equipment,
weather stations, drone observation and manual crop
inspections,” explained Fabian.

A screenshot for the app, which can be used across
multiple devices.

As well as this, the application includes a Task
Manager that enables assignment of tasks, alerts,

Its interface allows multiple sites and interacts
through satellite or drone GPS mapping, where
a variety of information can be overlaid to record
activities and allow for schedules to be developed.
As well as creating spray and irrigation schedules
in a shared timeline, over time it builds a powerful
historical record of farm management.
modules – irrigation automation, spray schedule,
monitoring, mapping and general tasks.
areas or just those they believe are important for
their management priorities,” explained Fabian.
“Our ambassador growers have tested the
platform and we have a number who now use it to
help with their decision making,” said Fabian.
One of Fabian’s ambassador growers, Steven
Schincariol from BLS Farming in Dimbulah in
far north Queensland, is currently trialling Farm
in ONE. Steven grows limes and mangos and is
using the full application for irrigation automation,
fertigation, spray scheduling and monitoring
devices.
Steven says that while he has seen savings in
electricity, wages, time, water and fertiliser, the
biggest impact has been on his lifestyle and family
time.
“Once the programme is set, I don't have to
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go places on weekends now without having to be

Watching water

use, has improved our yields and most importantly
saved us time and money, which means more time
with the family,” he said.

money by delivering the exact requirements to the
crops," he said.

CHALLENGES
Of course, with a project such as this, there will be
challenges along the way.
According to Fabian, the biggest challenges have
making sure the data can be shared across multiple
modules.
“Other challenges are enabling functions to work
navigate and enjoyable to use,” he explained.
Being able to use “smart” technology so that its
potential is realised is something that also requires
new skills. And this is not limited to the user. It
includes all sectors, from the developers, who
might understand digital technology but not the
intricacies of farm management, to suppliers, who
need to understand apps and programs so they
can recommend ones that suit user’s needs, right
through to the users, whose needs are individual
and based on their particular situation.
“Everyone is constantly striving to make

from space

to Geoscience Australia's capabilities to develop
satellite technology.

management strategies. Other DEA products
provide information about ground cover, crop
health and coastal environments.

is helping to support is a digital platform called

HOW DOES DEA WORK?

data and images recorded by satellites orbiting the
Earth to detect physical changes across Australia
in unprecedented detail. DEA prepares these
vast volumes of data and makes it available to
governments and industry for easy use.
Spatial information provides an understanding
of what is happening in our environment, where it
is happening, and what the causes of change are to
provide insights into the past, present and (likely)
future. When prepared and analysed using high
performance computing, this data provides a
wealth of information to users for monitoring the
environment and increasing productivity.
Of relevance to the water industry is a DEA
information product called Water Observations
from Space, which provides a national map of
where water has been seen in Australia from 1987

Using high performance computing power
provided by National Computational
Infrastructure and commercial cloud computing
platforms, DEA organises and prepares satellite
data into stacks of consistent, time-stamped
observations that can be quickly manipulated and
analysed to provide information about a range of
environmental factors such as water availability,
crop health and ground cover.
By preparing data in advance, DEA reduces the
cost and time involved in working with the vast
Ready Data is made freely available to users.

INFORMATION

new technology that they are taking on board
can be integrated with existing hardware and
maintaining records.”

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Fabian isn’t standing still with his app, rather he
is constantly on the lookout for new features to
include that will enable farmers to use Farm in ONE
in more areas such as tissue samples, harvesting and
packhouse control.
One of the advantages of digital technology is
that it can be updated, added to and improved.
According to Fabian, the future for Farm in ONE is
where it will be “constantly evolving to the needs of
our customers”.
Anne Currey, Irrigation Australia

Water Observations from Space filtered summary product for Australia, derived from water observations from 1987 to
2014. Source: Remote Sensing of the Environment, “Water observations from space: Mapping surface water from 25 years
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